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Calidum Product Manual 
Thank you for purchasing a Calidum! This short guide will help you install your new heat bed. We will 

cover placing your printing surface, connecting to your printer and firmware configuration in this guide. 

 

Warnings 
Once powered, the Calidum is capable of reaching dangerously hot temperatures. 

Never touch the surface of your Calidum without first verifying its temperature 

with your 3D printer controller. Do not connect your Calidum to power sources 

uncontrolled by heating logic. Direct connection to an electrical source will result 

in failure from overheating. Do not exceed an operating temperature of 200 °C. 

 

Placing your printing surface 
The Calidum itself is only a heater—you must attach a printing surface. Remove the 3M® adhesive tape 

and adhere your printing surface square to the Calidum with the desired printing side facing up. If you 

need to make changes to your printing surface, make these changes before attaching to the Calidum. 

Once you attach a surface to the Calidum, it will be very difficult to remove without damaging the 

heater. 

 

Connecting to your 3D printer controller 
The wires of the Calidum are color-coded black and white. The black wires connect either to your 3D 

printer controller’s heat bed output, or to your solid-state relay (SSR). Usage with an SSR is beyond the 

scope of this document. Please note: If you crimp connectors onto the black wires, your connectors 

must be capable of carrying a load of at least 12 amps (12 volts at 115 watts). Using an inappropriately 

rated connector will result in damage to your electronics and/or fires. Always use a connector rated 

higher than your intended usage. 

The white wires connect to your 3D printer controller’s thermistor input. If you crimp connectors onto 

these wires, be certain your connection is clean and secure for accurate temperature readings. Turn off 

your 3D printer controller before connecting the Calidum. Configure your firmware in the next 

sections before turning on the heater. Always verify room temperature is reading correctly from the 

Calidum thermistor before turning on the heater. 

 

Configuring your 3D printer firmware 
These sections cover configuration for Marlin-style 3D printer firmware and RepRapFirmware (dc42 

branch with Duet electronics). If you need to configure your Calidum with other firmware, please 

contact us for assistance. Throughout the sections below, we will note that using PID control is optional, 

as the Calidum will function just fine with bang-bang control. For the highest print quality and adhesion, 
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we strongly encourage PID control if your printer electronics are capable. The last section of this 

document provides technical details that are helpful for general firmware configuration. 

Marlin-style firmware 
Thermistor type 5 closely models the Calidum thermistor in Marlin. To set this thermistor type, add or 

update the following line in Configuration.h: 

#define TEMP_SENSOR_BED 5 

You will also need to set the maximum temperature to 190 °C to prevent damage to the heat bed. While 

the Calidum is a UL-recognized component up to 200 °C, we recommend having a 10 °C safety net to 

avoid accidentally exceeding 200 °C. To do this, add or update the following line in 

Configuration.h: 

#define BED_MAXTEMP 190 

You can optionally enable PID for the heat bed, if your electronics can handle the load. Please contact 

your printer manufacturer to determine if this is safe. To enable PID control of your heat bed, make sure 

the line #define PIDTEMPBED exists in your Configuration.h file without two slashes (// or 

/* ... */) in front of it.  

Save your changes, flash your 3D printer controller and ensure room temperature is reading correctly. If 

using PID, perform a PID auto tune on the bed before for your first print with the Calidum.  

RepRapFirmware (dc42 branch for Duet electronics) 
To configure the heating curve for the Calidum in RepRapFirmware, add or update the following line in 

config.g: 

M305 P0 T100000 B4047 C5.87e-8 R4700 H0 L0 

You will also need to set the maximum temperature to 190 °C to prevent damage to the heat bed. While 

the Calidum is a UL-recognized component up to 200 °C, we recommend having a 10 °C safety net to 

avoid accidentally exceeding 200 °C. To do this, add or update the following line in config.g: 

M143 H0 S190 

Finally, you can optionally enable PID for the heat bed. To enable PID control of your heat bed, make 

sure the argument B0 is present in your M307 command in config.g.  

Save your changes, restart your printer and ensure room temperature is reading correctly. If using PID, 

perform a PID auto tune on the bed before for your first print with the Calidum.  

General specifications 

 Maximum temperature recommendation: 190 °C (UL-recognized component up to 200 °C) 

 Thermistor: U.S. Sensor 104JG1F 

 Thermistor type: NTC 100 kΩ (similar to an E3D v6 thermistor) 

 Thermistor beta value: 4047 (please see our website for the thermistor datasheet and 

temperature-resistance table) 

 Supported heating modes: bang-bang, PID (if supported by 3D printer electronics) 


